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the book features a detailed analysis of the regulations on eligibility requirements a
discussion of the passive activity rules and a valuable chapter on financially distressed s
corporations considers legislation to submit state and local bonds and salaries to federal
taxation and government securities and salaries to state taxation a concise tightly edited
casebook that focuses on core principles and policies so students can learn the major
patterns and themes of corporate taxation features focuses student attention on core
principles and policies to enable students to learn the major patterns and themes of
corporate tax encourages students to learn the law from the basic source material the code
and regulations as supplemented by concise explanations when needed many problems
questions and examples help lead students through the challenging material an
organizational structure that bridges concepts learned in the introductory income tax course
and those presented in advanced tax classes the text begins with subchapter s an area of
growing practical significance which serves to link individual and separate entity taxation
presents the taxation of transactions using a building block approach from basic to complex
transactions this approach helps students to grasp that many complex transactions are
merely combinations of simpler ones and that a given transaction may be structured in
different ways to achieve different tax consequences cases and other source materials are
edited concisely and note material is kept to a manageable length completely up to date the
organizational structure and text are fully integrated to reflect current developments
including codification of the economic substance doctrine impact of corporate tax shelters
and application of substance over form doctrine increased importance of passthrough tax
principles comparable treatment of dividends and long term capital gain recent changes
affecting acquisitive and divisive reorganizations and policy implications of current corporate
tax reform options guide offering a clear and concise review of the most significant aspects of
recent tax legislation and its impact on real estate investment now with h r block taxcut to
offer maximum flexibility in your course the text not only focuses on federal income taxation
of individuals but also covers additional topics such as the income taxation of regular
additional topics such as the income taxation of regular corporations and shareholders
federal estate and gift taxation and the income taxation of estates trusts and beneficiaries
and the major aspects of tax planning go to custom cengage com pktax for more information
tax law is a daunting subject for many law students it requires a firm grasp of the internal
revenue code provisions the reasoning behind them the way they interact and the way courts
have interpreted them students must also acquire a brand new vocabulary of tax terms for
the first time oxford university press equips students with an accessible guide to acing this
most challenging of law school tests in federal income taxation model problems and
outstanding answers camilla e watson helps students demonstrate their knowledge of federal
income tax law in the structured and sophisticated manner that professors expect on law
school exams this book includes clear introductions to the major topics in tax law provides
hypothetical s similar to those that students can expect to see on an exam and offers model
answers to those hypothetical s professor watson then gives students the opportunity to
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evaluate their own work with a comprehensive self analysis section this book prepares
students by challenging them to use the law they learn in class while also explaining the best
way to express an answer on law school exams the third edition of the fundamentals of
federal taxation is a problem based transaction oriented treatment of the basics of federal
taxation it features a balanced approach toward tax planning and tax policy and is structured
for easy accessibility through the use of forty two chapters each of which can readily be
covered in one or occasionally two class sessions a new chapter in this edition brings
together the various exclusions deductions and credits concerning education this is a topic of
particular relevance to students that often receives scattered treatment in other books
thoroughly up to date this edition incorporates the changes arising from the american
taxpayer relief act of 2012 the so called fiscal cliff legislation the authors also prepare an
annual supplement each august the first half of the book provides students with an
understanding of the overall structure of the federal income tax this part culminates in two
major review problems that assist students in integrating the knowledge gained thereafter
the book covers various major topics of taxation including real estate taxation intellectual
property taxation family taxation tax consequences of litigation and deferred compensation
with an emphasis on tax planning it is designed to give students an appreciation for how the
law of taxation connects with everyday events of american life the book also contains
chapters on corporate and partnership income taxation international income taxation and the
federal wealth transfer taxes in order to introduce students to those important areas of tax
law in this cogent straightforward treatment of a complex subject the topics the selection of
cases and the design of the problems are all calculated to make tax fun and thought
provoking this edition is available in both hard copy and electronic versions a teacher s
manual with complete solutions to all of the problems is available written by a professor with
experience on all sides of federal tax disputes fundamentals of federal tax procedure and
enforcement provides students with a guide through the thicket of rules and procedures that
comprise the federal tax system helping them make sense of a seemingly random collection
of dense rules and seemingly inaccessible entities governing federal tax procedure and
enforcement for ease of teaching and learning professor madison breaks down the rules and
concepts of tax procedures and enforcement into four distinct parts based on the decisions
and determinations the parties to a tax dispute must make as well as the rules affecting those
decisions professors and students will benefit from a new perspective on how to present the
tax system to students a bird s eye view of the tax system while drilling deep into essential
topics a standalone resource all necessary statutes and regulations within the text probing
notes and questions after each case that help put the cases in context a balance of technical
language less technical than the highly technical language used by tax practitioners but more
technical than law students have yet been exposed to in their legal studies master today s
most current tax concepts and tax law with young persellin nellen maloney cuccia lassar
cripe s south western federal taxation 2024 comprehensive 47th edition and accompanying
professional tax software updates emphasize the most recent tax changes impacting
individuals corporations partnerships estates and trusts and financial statements you will
examine updates and reforms to 2023 tax laws as well as emerging developments recent
examples updated summaries and current tax scenarios clarify concepts and help sharpen
critical thinking writing and research skills sample exam questions from becker c p a exam
review also help you prepare each edition includes access to intuit proconnect tax software
checkpoint edge student edition from thomson reuters and the online learning platform
cnowv2 use this complete introduction to federal taxes to prepare for the c p a exam or the
enrolled agent exam or to further your career in tax accounting financial reporting or
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auditing although proposals for flat taxes have received a good deal of attention a majority of
americans say that for reasons of fairness they favor a progressive tax the usa tax a
progressive consumption tax presents an alternative to both the present tax system and a flat
tax the usa unlimited savings allowance tax is a progressive consumption tax that differs
fundamentally from our current tax structure in that it taxes consumption rather than income
in april 1995 the usa tax bill was introduced into the united states senate whatever the fate of
the bill this book is an important contribution to the literature on the theory and design of a
progressive consumption tax the usa tax has two components the household tax which
replaces the current household income tax and the business tax which replaces the corporate
income tax a fundamental purpose of the usa tax is to raise the level of national saving and
investment it accomplishes this by making all household saving and business investment in
capital goods tax deductible seidman devotes most of his book to the impact on saving the
issue of fairness practical design options simplification and a variety of questions and
criticisms the book written in straightforward language will help guide the non economist
through the coming debates on the usa tax with an emphasis on tax planning federal taxation
of wealth transfers cases and problems integrates stimulating problems with statutes
regulations and cases to create a highly teachable and student friendly casebook this
casebook emphasizes problem solving statutory construction and policy analysis skills and is
ideal for 2 or 3 credit courses in estate and gift taxation the text has been expanded to
feature new cases administrative rulings and studies existing cases and text have been edited
or deleted to highlight essential themes the casebook is logically organized but its flexible
organization accommodates reorganizing material to fit individual course structures and
could be used for a basic wealth transfer tax class or to complement an estate planning
course new to the 5th edition alyssa a dirusso joins as a co author bringing her background in
high net worth practice and in house fiduciary administration to broaden the book s
perspective a new introduction to gratuitous transfers in chapter 1 more detailed analysis of
defined value clauses in chapter 3 a new section on taxation of nonprofit organizations in
chapter 14 new cases throughout the book updated values and computations professors and
students will benefit from organization the book is organized by the three different transfer
taxes and by irc section flexibility the text cases and problems allow a focus on statutory
construction planning or policy focus on basics the book is adaptable to a two or three credit
transfer tax course to supplement an estate planning course or for an llm course detailed
textual explanations with references to current cases and administrative rulings but they also
provide historical context and development problems that focus on discrete issues to build a
solid foundation edited cases that focus on fundamentals the definitive reference covering
every aspect of the taxation of debt instruments and many related areas master today s
current tax concepts and tax law with raabe nellen young cripe lassar persellin cuccia s south
western federal taxation 2024 corporations partnerships estates trusts 47th edition and
accompanying professional tax software updates emphasize the most recent tax changes
impacting corporations partnerships estates and trusts and financial statements you will
examine updates and reforms to 2023 tax laws as well as emerging developments recent
examples summaries and tax scenarios clarify concepts and sharpen critical thinking writing
and research skills sample exam questions from becker c p a review also help you study each
new book includes access to intuit proconnect tax software checkpoint edge student edition
from thomson reuters and the online learning platform cnowv2 use this introduction to
prepare for the c p a exam or the enrolled agent exam or to further your career in tax
accounting financial reporting or auditing master today s most current tax concepts and tax
law with young nellen persellin lassar cuccia cripe s south western federal taxation 2024
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individual income taxes 47th edition and accompanying professional tax software updates
emphasize the most recent tax changes impacting individuals as well as financial statements
you examine updates and reforms to 2023 tax laws as you learn to work with individual
taxation and the form 1040 recent examples summaries and tax scenarios clarify concepts
and sharpen your critical thinking writing and research skills sample exam questions from
becker c p a exam review help you better study for testing each new book includes access to
intuit proconnect tax software checkpoint edge student edition from thomson reuters and the
online learning platform cnowv2 use this introduction to prepare for the c p a exam or the
enrolled agent exam or to further your career in tax accounting financial reporting or
auditing this book explores the technical and policy issues associated with partnership and s
corporation taxation this book is suitable for courses on subchapter k and subchapter s
taxation at either the j d or ll m level its organization allows for flexibility to suit the
individual instructor s choice of method and scope of coverage the 6th edition includes recent
statutory and regulatory changes including those relating to the tax cuts and jobs act and
discusses significant judicial decisions affecting the federal income taxation of partnerships
and s corporations discussion problem sets are incorporated directly into the text in selecting
and organizing the materials the book maximizes the usefulness of these materials for
whatever approach the professor wishes to adopt an intensive technical analysis a problem
oriented method a consideration of the policies that underlie the technical tax structure or a
survey of the principal elements of the federal income taxation of partnerships and s
corporations includes bibliographical references if you want to take a problem approach to
estate and gift taxation be sure to consider this new casebook federal taxation of wealth
transfers emphasizes planning and integrates problems with statutes regulation cases and
administrative regulations to create a teachable accessible casebook instructors will
appreciate the casebookiquest s logical flexible organization begins with general introductory
chapters covering history and policy income tax issues and valuation and calculation of the
tax discrete sections address gift tax estate tax deductions and credits and generation
skipping tax each part of the book is self contained for easy reorganization to fit various
teaching approaches the author encourages student comprehension ample textual material
puts the cases and problems in context problems have been extensively class tested for
effectiveness emphasis on problem solving statutory construction and policy analysis skills
the casebook is the ideal length for a three credit basic wealth transfer tax class problems
foster discussion not only of rules but also of policy and planning issues an in depth teacher s
manual includes analysis of the cases and problems for a modern exposition of the full range
of tax implications involved in the transfer of wealth turn to federal taxation of wealth
transfers cases and problems this volume provides coverage of the federal tax implications of
all types of real estate transactions from simple housing closings to saleleasebacks and
syndications as well as discussions of tax pitfalls to avoid this edition reflects changes
brought about by the tax reform act of 1986 and the revenue act of 1987
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Federal Taxation of S Corporations 2017-09-28 the book features a detailed analysis of
the regulations on eligibility requirements a discussion of the passive activity rules and a
valuable chapter on financially distressed s corporations
Taxation of Governmental Securities and Salaries 1939 considers legislation to submit state
and local bonds and salaries to federal taxation and government securities and salaries to
state taxation
Selected Studies in Federal Taxation 1938 a concise tightly edited casebook that focuses on
core principles and policies so students can learn the major patterns and themes of corporate
taxation features focuses student attention on core principles and policies to enable students
to learn the major patterns and themes of corporate tax encourages students to learn the law
from the basic source material the code and regulations as supplemented by concise
explanations when needed many problems questions and examples help lead students
through the challenging material an organizational structure that bridges concepts learned in
the introductory income tax course and those presented in advanced tax classes the text
begins with subchapter s an area of growing practical significance which serves to link
individual and separate entity taxation presents the taxation of transactions using a building
block approach from basic to complex transactions this approach helps students to grasp that
many complex transactions are merely combinations of simpler ones and that a given
transaction may be structured in different ways to achieve different tax consequences cases
and other source materials are edited concisely and note material is kept to a manageable
length completely up to date the organizational structure and text are fully integrated to
reflect current developments including codification of the economic substance doctrine
impact of corporate tax shelters and application of substance over form doctrine increased
importance of passthrough tax principles comparable treatment of dividends and long term
capital gain recent changes affecting acquisitive and divisive reorganizations and policy
implications of current corporate tax reform options
Federal Tax 1989-01-01 guide offering a clear and concise review of the most significant
aspects of recent tax legislation and its impact on real estate investment
Federal Taxation of S Corporations and Shareholders 1997-04 now with h r block taxcut to
offer maximum flexibility in your course the text not only focuses on federal income taxation
of individuals but also covers additional topics such as the income taxation of regular
additional topics such as the income taxation of regular corporations and shareholders
federal estate and gift taxation and the income taxation of estates trusts and beneficiaries
and the major aspects of tax planning go to custom cengage com pktax for more information
Federal Taxation of Partnerships and Partners 1986 tax law is a daunting subject for
many law students it requires a firm grasp of the internal revenue code provisions the
reasoning behind them the way they interact and the way courts have interpreted them
students must also acquire a brand new vocabulary of tax terms for the first time oxford
university press equips students with an accessible guide to acing this most challenging of
law school tests in federal income taxation model problems and outstanding answers camilla
e watson helps students demonstrate their knowledge of federal income tax law in the
structured and sophisticated manner that professors expect on law school exams this book
includes clear introductions to the major topics in tax law provides hypothetical s similar to
those that students can expect to see on an exam and offers model answers to those
hypothetical s professor watson then gives students the opportunity to evaluate their own
work with a comprehensive self analysis section this book prepares students by challenging
them to use the law they learn in class while also explaining the best way to express an
answer on law school exams
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Corporate Taxation 2015-11-12 the third edition of the fundamentals of federal taxation is a
problem based transaction oriented treatment of the basics of federal taxation it features a
balanced approach toward tax planning and tax policy and is structured for easy accessibility
through the use of forty two chapters each of which can readily be covered in one or
occasionally two class sessions a new chapter in this edition brings together the various
exclusions deductions and credits concerning education this is a topic of particular relevance
to students that often receives scattered treatment in other books thoroughly up to date this
edition incorporates the changes arising from the american taxpayer relief act of 2012 the so
called fiscal cliff legislation the authors also prepare an annual supplement each august the
first half of the book provides students with an understanding of the overall structure of the
federal income tax this part culminates in two major review problems that assist students in
integrating the knowledge gained thereafter the book covers various major topics of taxation
including real estate taxation intellectual property taxation family taxation tax consequences
of litigation and deferred compensation with an emphasis on tax planning it is designed to
give students an appreciation for how the law of taxation connects with everyday events of
american life the book also contains chapters on corporate and partnership income taxation
international income taxation and the federal wealth transfer taxes in order to introduce
students to those important areas of tax law in this cogent straightforward treatment of a
complex subject the topics the selection of cases and the design of the problems are all
calculated to make tax fun and thought provoking this edition is available in both hard copy
and electronic versions a teacher s manual with complete solutions to all of the problems is
available
Federal Taxation of Real Estate 1989 written by a professor with experience on all sides of
federal tax disputes fundamentals of federal tax procedure and enforcement provides
students with a guide through the thicket of rules and procedures that comprise the federal
tax system helping them make sense of a seemingly random collection of dense rules and
seemingly inaccessible entities governing federal tax procedure and enforcement for ease of
teaching and learning professor madison breaks down the rules and concepts of tax
procedures and enforcement into four distinct parts based on the decisions and
determinations the parties to a tax dispute must make as well as the rules affecting those
decisions professors and students will benefit from a new perspective on how to present the
tax system to students a bird s eye view of the tax system while drilling deep into essential
topics a standalone resource all necessary statutes and regulations within the text probing
notes and questions after each case that help put the cases in context a balance of technical
language less technical than the highly technical language used by tax practitioners but more
technical than law students have yet been exposed to in their legal studies
Federal Taxation 2008-08 master today s most current tax concepts and tax law with young
persellin nellen maloney cuccia lassar cripe s south western federal taxation 2024
comprehensive 47th edition and accompanying professional tax software updates emphasize
the most recent tax changes impacting individuals corporations partnerships estates and
trusts and financial statements you will examine updates and reforms to 2023 tax laws as
well as emerging developments recent examples updated summaries and current tax
scenarios clarify concepts and help sharpen critical thinking writing and research skills
sample exam questions from becker c p a exam review also help you prepare each edition
includes access to intuit proconnect tax software checkpoint edge student edition from
thomson reuters and the online learning platform cnowv2 use this complete introduction to
federal taxes to prepare for the c p a exam or the enrolled agent exam or to further your
career in tax accounting financial reporting or auditing
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Federal Income Taxation 2011 although proposals for flat taxes have received a good deal
of attention a majority of americans say that for reasons of fairness they favor a progressive
tax the usa tax a progressive consumption tax presents an alternative to both the present tax
system and a flat tax the usa unlimited savings allowance tax is a progressive consumption
tax that differs fundamentally from our current tax structure in that it taxes consumption
rather than income in april 1995 the usa tax bill was introduced into the united states senate
whatever the fate of the bill this book is an important contribution to the literature on the
theory and design of a progressive consumption tax the usa tax has two components the
household tax which replaces the current household income tax and the business tax which
replaces the corporate income tax a fundamental purpose of the usa tax is to raise the level of
national saving and investment it accomplishes this by making all household saving and
business investment in capital goods tax deductible seidman devotes most of his book to the
impact on saving the issue of fairness practical design options simplification and a variety of
questions and criticisms the book written in straightforward language will help guide the non
economist through the coming debates on the usa tax
The Fundamentals of Federal Taxation 2010 with an emphasis on tax planning federal
taxation of wealth transfers cases and problems integrates stimulating problems with
statutes regulations and cases to create a highly teachable and student friendly casebook this
casebook emphasizes problem solving statutory construction and policy analysis skills and is
ideal for 2 or 3 credit courses in estate and gift taxation the text has been expanded to
feature new cases administrative rulings and studies existing cases and text have been edited
or deleted to highlight essential themes the casebook is logically organized but its flexible
organization accommodates reorganizing material to fit individual course structures and
could be used for a basic wealth transfer tax class or to complement an estate planning
course new to the 5th edition alyssa a dirusso joins as a co author bringing her background in
high net worth practice and in house fiduciary administration to broaden the book s
perspective a new introduction to gratuitous transfers in chapter 1 more detailed analysis of
defined value clauses in chapter 3 a new section on taxation of nonprofit organizations in
chapter 14 new cases throughout the book updated values and computations professors and
students will benefit from organization the book is organized by the three different transfer
taxes and by irc section flexibility the text cases and problems allow a focus on statutory
construction planning or policy focus on basics the book is adaptable to a two or three credit
transfer tax course to supplement an estate planning course or for an llm course detailed
textual explanations with references to current cases and administrative rulings but they also
provide historical context and development problems that focus on discrete issues to build a
solid foundation edited cases that focus on fundamentals
Fundamentals of Federal Tax Procedure and Enforcement 2022-10-27 the definitive reference
covering every aspect of the taxation of debt instruments and many related areas
State and Local Taxation and Economic Growth 1996 master today s current tax
concepts and tax law with raabe nellen young cripe lassar persellin cuccia s south western
federal taxation 2024 corporations partnerships estates trusts 47th edition and
accompanying professional tax software updates emphasize the most recent tax changes
impacting corporations partnerships estates and trusts and financial statements you will
examine updates and reforms to 2023 tax laws as well as emerging developments recent
examples summaries and tax scenarios clarify concepts and sharpen critical thinking writing
and research skills sample exam questions from becker c p a review also help you study each
new book includes access to intuit proconnect tax software checkpoint edge student edition
from thomson reuters and the online learning platform cnowv2 use this introduction to
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prepare for the c p a exam or the enrolled agent exam or to further your career in tax
accounting financial reporting or auditing
South-Western Federal Taxation 2024 2023-05-05 master today s most current tax
concepts and tax law with young nellen persellin lassar cuccia cripe s south western federal
taxation 2024 individual income taxes 47th edition and accompanying professional tax
software updates emphasize the most recent tax changes impacting individuals as well as
financial statements you examine updates and reforms to 2023 tax laws as you learn to work
with individual taxation and the form 1040 recent examples summaries and tax scenarios
clarify concepts and sharpen your critical thinking writing and research skills sample exam
questions from becker c p a exam review help you better study for testing each new book
includes access to intuit proconnect tax software checkpoint edge student edition from
thomson reuters and the online learning platform cnowv2 use this introduction to prepare for
the c p a exam or the enrolled agent exam or to further your career in tax accounting
financial reporting or auditing
Federal Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders 2014 this book explores the
technical and policy issues associated with partnership and s corporation taxation this book is
suitable for courses on subchapter k and subchapter s taxation at either the j d or ll m level
its organization allows for flexibility to suit the individual instructor s choice of method and
scope of coverage the 6th edition includes recent statutory and regulatory changes including
those relating to the tax cuts and jobs act and discusses significant judicial decisions
affecting the federal income taxation of partnerships and s corporations discussion problem
sets are incorporated directly into the text in selecting and organizing the materials the book
maximizes the usefulness of these materials for whatever approach the professor wishes to
adopt an intensive technical analysis a problem oriented method a consideration of the
policies that underlie the technical tax structure or a survey of the principal elements of the
federal income taxation of partnerships and s corporations
Federal Income Taxation of Partnerships and S Corporations 1999 includes
bibliographical references
Federal Income Taxation of S Corporations 2016 if you want to take a problem approach to
estate and gift taxation be sure to consider this new casebook federal taxation of wealth
transfers emphasizes planning and integrates problems with statutes regulation cases and
administrative regulations to create a teachable accessible casebook instructors will
appreciate the casebookiquest s logical flexible organization begins with general introductory
chapters covering history and policy income tax issues and valuation and calculation of the
tax discrete sections address gift tax estate tax deductions and credits and generation
skipping tax each part of the book is self contained for easy reorganization to fit various
teaching approaches the author encourages student comprehension ample textual material
puts the cases and problems in context problems have been extensively class tested for
effectiveness emphasis on problem solving statutory construction and policy analysis skills
the casebook is the ideal length for a three credit basic wealth transfer tax class problems
foster discussion not only of rules but also of policy and planning issues an in depth teacher s
manual includes analysis of the cases and problems for a modern exposition of the full range
of tax implications involved in the transfer of wealth turn to federal taxation of wealth
transfers cases and problems
West's Federal Taxation: Corporation, S Corporation, And 1996-09-01 this volume provides
coverage of the federal tax implications of all types of real estate transactions from simple
housing closings to saleleasebacks and syndications as well as discussions of tax pitfalls to
avoid this edition reflects changes brought about by the tax reform act of 1986 and the
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revenue act of 1987
Federal Taxation of Partnerships and Partners 2007
The USA Tax 1997
Federal Taxation of Wealth Transfers 2024-02-01
Federal Income Taxation of Debt Instruments 2010
West's Federal Taxation 1978
Introduction to Federal Taxation 1992
West's Federal Taxation 1993-02-01
Federal Taxation of Partnerships and Partners 1977
South-Western Federal Taxation 2024 2023-04-21
American Federal Tax Reports 1978
South-Western Federal Taxation 2024 2023-04-21
Federal Income Taxation of Corporations and Shareholders 1966
Introduction to Federal Taxation 1986
Federal Income Taxation of Partnerships and S Corporations 2020-07-30
Forms of Business Organization and the Federal Tax Laws 1962
Federal Taxation of Wealth Transfers 2004
Federal Taxation 2003
Proceedings of New York University ... Annual Institute on Federal Taxation 1978
Federal Taxation of Partnerships and Partners 1988
Federal Tax Reform for 1976 1976
Federal Income Taxation of Real Estate 1992
Readings in Federal Taxation 1983
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